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A Wagner fighter in the decimated Ukrainian city of Bakhmut. Wagner PMC / twitter

Some 32,000 former prisoners recruited by the Wagner mercenary group have returned to
Russia after fighting in Ukraine, the private military company’s founder Yevgeny Prigozhin
said Sunday.

“As of June 18, 2023, 32,000 persons previously convicted and who took part in the special
military operation among the ranks of the Wagner PMC went home at the end of their
contracts,” Prigozhin said, using the Kremlin's preferred term for Russia's invasion of
Ukraine. 

The announcement came just days after President Vladimir Putin publicly confirmed
investigative reports that he had personally pardoned Russian convicts who signed up to fight
with the mercenary group. 

Prigozhin boasted that less than 1% of all Wagner recruits have committed crimes after
completing their contracts and being released.

https://t.me/concordgroup_official/1259
https://meduza.io/en/news/2023/06/13/putin-confirms-signing-decrees-to-pardon-convicts-who-fought-in-ukraine
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2023/02/17/putin-personally-pardons-russian-prisoners-who-fight-in-ukraine-a80254


“Persons released from prison during the same period without a Wagner PMC contract
committed 80 times more crimes,” Prigozhin claimed in an audio message published by his
press service.

Related article: Prigozhin Says 20K Wagner Fighters Killed in Battle for Bakhmut

Wagner began recruiting prisoners in Russia's sprawling penal system last summer, offering
convicts a pardon if they survived six months in Ukraine.

According to leading prisoner’s rights activist Olga Romanova, the private army recruited
some 48,000-49,000 convicts.

In April, Romanova told The Moscow Times she believes some 30,000 prisoners recruited by
Wagner were killed in combat, suggesting that Prizoghin's figure of 32,000 returning former
convicts is exaggerated.

Wagner announced an end to its prisoner recruitment campaign in February.

Related article: 7 Known 'Wagner Cemeteries' in Russia and Occupied Ukraine

Prigozhin’s Wagner played a key role in the war’s longest and bloodiest battle to seize the
eastern Ukrainian city of Bakhmut, whose capture the private army chief announced in May.

After years of denying any links with the mercenary group, which is accused of brutality and
destabilization in conflict zones around the world, Prigozhin confirmed last year that he had
founded Wagner.

Private military companies like Wagner are illegal under Russian law.
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